SOLVED: Outlook 2003 Labels
Posted by BoudewijnD - 2012/04/03 08:41
_____________________________________

Hi,
I tried several thing to import the labels from Outlook. However Rainlendar changes the labels to default categories. This
is not the issue as long as I can change the color of the default labels. But the categories button in the skin section does
not have the same values for the categories as shown in the calendar.
So is the away to edit the default categories so that I can change the views in the calendar?
============================================================================

Re: Outlook 2003 Labels
Posted by Rainy - 2012/04/06 10:32
_____________________________________

You can create also new categories with the category editor.
============================================================================

Re:Outlook 2003 Labels
Posted by BoudewijnD - 2012/04/08 06:04
_____________________________________

I tried that creating categories with simmilair names as my labels however on import/syncing it pick only the default
categories and not the one I created....
What I'm doing wrong...
============================================================================

Re:Outlook 2003 Labels
Posted by Rainy - 2012/04/09 01:58
_____________________________________

Have you changed the labels in Outlook? Outlook doesn't return that information to Rainlendar so the labels will always
have fixed names when they are read no matter what they are called in Outlook. Rainlendar converts the labels to one of
the following category names:
"None"
"Important"
"Work"
"Personal"
"Vacation"
"Must Attend"
"Travel Required"
"Needs Preparation"
"Birthday"
"Anniversary"
"Phone Call"
============================================================================

Solved: Outlook 2003 Labels
Posted by BoudewijnD - 2012/04/09 12:47
_____________________________________

Thanx Rainy.
That was t he missing link. Now I created some new categories that match those in Outlook and it work.
In due time I will remmber the different names in Outlook and Rainlendar.
So once again thanks. :woohoo:
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